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Our clustering algorithm divides the topology into predefined equal sizedgeographical grids called 

clusters. the matter of finding an optimal clustering is out of thescope of this paper. For the sake of 

simplicity, we assume that clustering phase gives apartition of the network into grids. However, any 

clustering algorithm are often used as ourGCC caching scheme is compatible with any nonoverlapping  

clustering strategy. Grid size captures the utmost distance between two nodes in adjacent clusters 

(horizontally,vertically and diagonally). it's ensured that the coordinators in adjacent grids are within the  

transmission range of every other. Network area is assumed to be virtually extended such  

boundary clusters even have same size as other clusters. Beginning with the left lower cluster, 

the clusters are named during a columnwisefashion. In each cluster area a “super”  

node is chosen to act as CSN, which is liable for maintaining the worldwide cache state  

(GCS) information of various clusters within its network domain. GCS for a network is that the  

list of knowledge items along side their TTL stored in its cache. When a node caches/replaces a knowledge  

item, its GCS is updated at the CSN.It may be noted that CSN is sort of different from conventional 

“clusterhead” that's wont to forward requests for a gaggle of nodes. In each cluster of such a clusterhead 

networked system,all the requests from/to a client are forwarded by the clusterhead, which tends to form it 

abottleneck and/or some extent of failure when the system has high network density. Unlike this, 

CSN works only as GCS holder to save lots of the knowledge about the cached items by different  

clients belonging to the whole network partitioned into clusters, and provides additional  

service during cache discovery, admission control and replacement. Compared to clusterhead, 

CSN deals with much less workload and doesn't need to as powerful as a clusterhead. In the  

proposed clustering method, grid side g may be a key factor to the clustering. If g is about to r  8 , all 

clients during a cluster can hook up with each other in onehop 

communication. 

Where r is that the transmission range of a client. In GCC, a typical cluster consists of a CSN and variety 

ofclients and a client only belongs to at least one cluster. Since a CSN is predicted to handle additional 

load within the system, it must be relatively stable and capable to support this responsibility. In  

order to determine such qualification of a node, we assign to every node a candidacy factor to  

be CSN, which is function of node staying period within the cluster and available battery power.  

A node with the very best candidacy factor is elected as CSN. 

Global Cluster Cooperative (GCC) Caching 

The design rationale of GCC is that, there's no dearth of space for storing in present scenario, so 

the information regarding the cached contents of varied clients during a cluster would be kept  

with each node within the cluster. In GCC, when a client suffers from a cache miss (called local  

cache miss), the client will search the specified data item from the cluster members. Only  

when the client cannot find the info item within the cluster members’ caches (called cluster cache  

miss), it'll request the CSN which keeps the worldwide cache state (GCS) and maintains the  

information about the node within the network which has copy of desired data item. If a cluster 

other than requesting nodes’ cluster has the requested data (called remote cache hit), then it  

can serve the request without forwarding it further towards the server. Otherwise, the request  

will be satisfied by the server. 
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